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ABSTRACT
Several global variables are tested for determining the impact parameter in 4ît

measurements of charged products. For the system Ar+Al from 25 to 85 MeV/u, simulated

reactions are used to smdy the correlation between the real impact parameter value and the

experimentally determined one. Even with a perfect detector, the total multiplicity and the

mid-rapidity charge give a poor correlation. Filtering through the acceptance of an actual

detector (Mur-rTonneau at GANIL) provides a poor correlation with the total charge, and an

acceptable one with aie tarai perpendicular mornenium-The average (mass weighted) parallel

velocity V a v gives the best correlation and is less sensitive to the incident energy and to the

mechanisms used in the simulation. Measurements extending to very forward angles are

needed to accurately sort events by impact parameter. Real data are used to study the

variation of other gioba! variables versus Vav : they exhibit the expected average trend, with



broad fluctuations. The excentricity and flow angle allow the evolution of central reactions

with the incident energy to be followed. The proportion of relative motion transformed into

energy perpendicular to the beam direction decreases when the incident energy increases ; its

absolute value, however, doubles from 25 to 65 MeV/u.

In experimental studies where good separation between participant (pre-equilibrium)

and spectator (equilibrium) particles is wanted in addition to good impact parameter sorting,

the projectile mass should be in the range 1.2 - 2.5 times the target mass.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 40Ar + 27Al.

A = 25 to 85 MeV. Measured all charged products with multidetectors.

Event-by-event analysis. Determined which global variable leads to the most correct

impact parameter value. Studied correlations between several global variables.

1 - LNTRODUCTION

Exclusive detection of reaction products provides a powerful tool for studying

nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies. Such measurements are made using the

4TÎ arrays which have been developed and built in recent years at intermediate energy heavy

ion facilities^1-6-9).

In analyzing the data, the events have to be sorted according to their impact parameter

value b. Actually, th«-re is no way to directly measure b. What can be measured is the

violence of the collision, i.e. the amount of the initial relative motion (between the projectile

and target nuclei) which is transformed into other forms of energy. The basic assumption is :

the larger this amount, the larger the interaction volume of the two nuclei, i.e. the smaller the

impact parameter. Once the events are sorted according to the violence of the collision, their

cross sections give b via da = 2^b db, b=0 corresponding to the most violent event.

The violence of the collision is expressed through the value of a global variable ;

several global variables have been used in the study of reactions induced by relativistic heavy

ions. The main purpose of this paper is to determine which one is the best one for

determining b at energies below 100 MeV/u, via simulated reactions and detectors. Then, the

other global variables will be used to study the general trends of actual reactions. Tne system

chosen here is "0Ar projectiles from 25 to 85 MeV/u on an 27Al target, studied at GANIL

wiih the multidetecrors Mur and Tonneau. The mayi'mnni interaction distance is 1.25 (401^

-L. 271/3) = g fm, corresponding to a geometric reaction cross section of 2bams.

The simulation of events and the limitations of the detector will be discussed in section

2. Due to the detector limitations, the information obtained on some events is incomplete to

such an extent thai their analysis would be meaningless. Tne rejection of these badly



measured events will be discussed in section 3. In section 4, simulated events will be used to

test the correlation beXp versus breal obtained with 5 global variables and determine which

one should be used to sort the real events. In section 5, experimental data are used to study

the information on the reaction brought by the other global variables. Section 6 contains the

summary and conclusions.

2 - SIMULATION AND DETECTORS

The quality of the impact parameter determination is expressed by the correlation

between the real b value and the experimentally determined value. It is affected by two

factors : first, the sensitivity of the global variable to the violence of the collision and second,

the distortion of the value of the global variable due to the characteristics of the detectors. We

will first study the correlation b e x p versus breai for a perfect 4JI array for charged products,

i.e. a detector which would measure accurately the charge, mass, velocity, polar and

azimuthai angles of all charged products. In the analysis we put a low velocity threshold.

This is to avoid finding a constant value for some global variables (total detected charge,

average parallel velocity). This threshold mostly eliminates the target-like spectators or

residue. The results are not sensitive to the value of this threshold, in the range 1-3 cm/ns

(i.e. 0.5 -4.5 MeV/u). We use the same trigger condition as in the real experiment - at least

two charged products must be "detected".

Then, the events are filtered through the actual detector limitations : dead solid angle,

velocity detection threshold, finite resolution on the mass, charge, velocity, polar and

azimuthai angles; double hits. Two complementary multi-detector systems made of plastic

scintiUators with a 2 mm thickness have been used (fig. 1). The forward angles between 3.2

and 30° were covered by 96 scintillators arranged in 7 concentric rings located 210 cm from

die target. The dead area between rings covers 8% of this plastic wall (Mur). Since there is

no localization within each detector, the resolution in polar angles varies from ± 1° in the

central ring to ± 3° in the peripheral ring ; for azimuthai angles, it is ± 22.5° in the central and

second ring, and ± 11.25° in the other rings. All angles between 30° and 90° were covered

using the spherical half-barrel (Tonneau, later completed to a full barrel^9)) which was

located 80 cm from the target. Each of the 36 half-staves has an azimuthai coverage of 10°.

One pfaoïomultiplïer at each end of each half-stave allowed the polar angle to be determined.

Velocities were measured using the RF signal from the accelerator as a start. The time width

of each beam burst and the time resolution of the constant fraction discriminator resulted in a

time resolution of 1.5 ns. Elements were separated using the energy versus time-of-flight

technique. For panicles stopping in the scintillator, deuterons are mixed with alpha particles

(Le. beiow 13-5 MeV per nucléon) and the heavier elements are poorly separated. The gains

of the multipliers were set such that charges above 8 saturate the charge-to-digital converter

and are taken as 9 in the analvsis.



To prevent electrons from the target from reaching the scinrJllator, Mur was covered by

aluminium sheets 200 \itn thick, which results in a velocity threshold ranging from 3 cm/ns

(4.5 MeV/u) for light particles to 5 cm/ns (12.5 MeV/u) for Z=IO. On Tonneau, the

thickness was 100 |i.m resulting in lower threshold values.

The simulated events are produced by a code which simulates the reaction

mechanisms. Those mechanisms are not well known (their study is the aim of these

experiments!) and the simulation is not reality. To be reliable, the impact parameter sorting

should be independent of the reaction mechanism. We have used two extreme mechanisms.

In this range of energies, mean field effects decrease to the benefit of nucleon-nucleon

collisions. If mean field effects are dominant "incomplete fusion" or "massive transfer"

occurs : the interaction volume sticks to the heavy nucleus (here, the projectile), a heavy fast

moving nucleus carries most of the excitation energy and a light slow nucleus has a small

excitation energy. Both de-excite via evaporation of particles and fragments. The interaction

volume has been taken as the participants in the fire-ball geometry^) with some fluctuations

about the number of protons and neutrons it contains. Other assumptions could be made,

provided the violence of the collision increases when b decreases. A correction would be to

add some pre-equilibrium emission of panicles at the beginning of the collision, as indicated

by experimental results®.

The other extreme is to use a participant-spectator model, where the very excited

interaction volume separates from the cold projectile-spectator and target-spectator nuclei. A

correction would be to give some excitation energy to these spectators.

In the de-excitation part, the complete calculation of all'possible decay channels would

lead to a complicated and slow code. These sophisticated formulae would provide a false

accuracy, since the reaction mechanisms are more complex. We preferred to use simple

recipes and check the sensitivity of the correlation beXp versus breal to the parameter values

used. The probability of emission of heavier charged fragments is significant due to large

angular momenta brought in the excited nuclei and to the possibility of multifragmentation

into several large pieces. This significant probability has been modeled by a 1/A mass

dependence of me evaporated fragments widths instead of the exponential decrease given by

the Coulomb barrier in the partial widths of differr nt panicles. That makes the bexp versus

bresi correlations broader, i.e. they may be somewhat pessimistic, but we consider them

more realistic. Two shapes of the angular distribution of particles, in the center-of-mass of

the emitter nucleus, have been tried : isotropic or forward-backward peaked. Both give

almost the same correlations.



Hereafter, we will show the results obtained at 45 MeV/u with the incomplete fusion

mechanism, unless otherwise specified. The result obtained with the participant-spectator

model and the effect of the incident energy will be described.

3 - SELECTION OF WELL MEASURED EVENTS

How to ensure that sufficient information has been obtained in an event ? The initial

projectile linear momentum Pptoj is equal to the sum P// of the components parallel to the

beam direction of all final products. With a perfect charged particle detector, the sum is

lower than Pp10J by about 10%, due to the emission of undetected neutrons : figure 2, left.

With the actual detector, a further reduction occurs, since some particles are not detected or

their charge is not correct (mostly Z>9 taken as 9) : figure 2 center. In central and mid-

central collisions, a few unlucky events reach a total parallel momentum as low as 50% of

Pproj (i-e. 60% of a perfect detector), but most of them have a higher value. In mid-

peripheral reactions, two components show up. The low momentum component is due to the

non-detection of the projectile-like fragment. Indeed, die grazing angle is close to 1° and

most of the projectile-like fragments are not emitted above 3.2°, the minimum detection

angle in Mur.

The distribution of experimental data, shown at right, is quite similar to the sum of the

simulated responses for the different impact parameters.

The events whose P// is larger than 60% Pproj are "well measured" events which are

kept for further analysis. "Badly measured" events are used only to correct the cross

sections. We verified that well measured events with multiplicity V become identical to badly

measured events with multiplicity v-l, when their heaviest fragment is removed from the

analysis- The cross section is obtained by adding the badly measured events with v-l to well

measured events with x>. As seen in figure 2, the correction is negligible for central

collisons, very small for mid-central ones and becomes significant for mid-peripheral

collisions.

The "measured" cross section with the perfect detector is 1470 mb, corresponding to b

between 0 and 7 fm. Most peripheral reactions, between 7 and 8 fm, are eliminated by the

trigger condition (v >2) since the detection threshold prevents the detection of the target-like

product. After filtering with the actual detector, the "measured" cross section becomes 1270

mb, due to peripheral reactions for which only one product at forward angles is detected

instead of two. This cross section is consistent with the experimental value (1350 ± 50

mb).

4 - SIMULATED RESPONSE OF SEVERAL GLOBAL VARIABLES

The sorting of events versus their impact parameter value should fulfill the following

requirements :

i) it should be independent of the incident energy (in the range 25-100 MeV/u).



ii) it should be independent of the reaction mechanism. Indeed, the reaction mechanism

changes in the range of energy studied and the best sorting could be obtained with different

global variables at different energies. But that would make it hazardous to compare results

obtained at different energies.

iii) a clear physical meaning of the value of the variable would help to verify the

absence of mistakes in experimental data.

First, the study will be made with variables which use only a part of the information

obtained : multiplicity, total charge, mid-rapidity charge. Then, we will try two variables

which make use of the full information and are thus expected to be better : total perpendicular

momentum, and average parallel velocity.

4.1 - Method : The method used to get the correlation between the real value of b and the

experimentally determined one is illustrated in figure 3. The global variable is the

multiplicity of charged products measured with a perfect 4jr array (with an analysis threshold

velocity of 2 cm/ns (c/15) and the trigger condition x>>2) ; the curve labelled 1 is the

multiplicity distribution obtained for reactions with breal from 0 to 1 fm, i.e. 31 mb ; the

average multiplicity is large, since almost all the available energy is converted into excitation

energy. Curve 2 is obtained for b from 1 to 2 fm (95 mb) ; its average value is shifted below

but, thanks to the larger cross section, it produces as many large multiplicity events as 1.

And so on for curves 3 to 8. The "observed" multiplicity distribution is the sum of all these

curves, shown as the thick curve. Using this variable for impact parameter selection means

that the highest multiplicity events are attributed to the most central collisions. bexp between

0 and I fm corresponds to the summation of the highest multiplicities until 31 mb is reached

; mark 1 on the thick curve. And so on for 2, 3,4,... fm. We immediately see that each bin

°f bexp gets events issued from several bins of breal. The correlation between breai and beXp

is shown in figure 4, top left. The area of each square is proportionnai to the cross section,

the largest square corresponding to 300 mb. In order to facilitate the comparisons, this same

scale is used in all figures 4,5,6.

4.2 - Multiplicity D (figure 4 top)

The correlation bexp versus bteal is already broad with a perfect detector and becomes

worse when the software filter simulating the experimental set-up is applied (top right) :

events attributed to bin 2-3 fm come from D182I values ranging from 0 to 6 fm.

Both reaction mechanisms give the same correlations.

4.3 - Total detected charge XZ (figure 4, bottom)

With a perfect detector, all charges are detected, except the slow target-like fragment or

residue and its de-exciiation products whose velocities are below the detection threshold.

Since the number of charges in die interaction volume increases, on the average, with the

interaction volume, the correlation bexp versus bĵ ji is rather narrow wirh a perfect detector.

OTeal



With an actual detector, unfortunately, the correlation is as bad as with u. Indeed, since the

interaction volume is a sensitive function of b, missing one moderately heavy product (Z>3)

decreases ZZ to a value which corresponds to several fertnis above the real b value.

Moreover, the result is sensitive to the the de-excitation step : if heavy fragments are

produced in larger quantities (multi-fragmentation), then the correlation is worse.

Both reaction mechanisms give almost the same correlations.

4.4 - Mid-rapidity charge (figure 5)

This variable is a subset of XZ : the charges taken into the sum are those with a

rapidiry y intermediate between the projectile and target rapidities. It is especially suited to

the participant-spectator mechanism and to experiments which do not detect the projectile-

like products very well. We have taken y between 0.75 x ycarget (cm.) and 0.75 x yproj

(cm.) as in ref.10).For the reader not familiar with rapidities, y ~ p// (parallel velocity in c

units) below 100 MeV/u. The results obtained with both reaction mechanisms are shown in

figure 5. In incomplete fusion (top), the perfect detector already gives a poor correlation.

Indeed, the upper limit randomly discards some of the evaporated products. As expected, the

participant-spectator model gives a good correlation. With an actual detector, the correlation

is poor for both reaction mechanisms, for the same reason as for XZ.

4.5 - Total perpendicular momentum (figure 6, top)

It is equal to :
•u

£ niiYi Vi sine-,
£=1 ( D

where Tn1 is the mass, V; the laboratory velocity, B1 the laboratory polar angle and YJ the

relativistic parameter of each of the x> detected products.

This variable, or the iotal perpendicular kinetic energy, is often used in collisions at

relarivistic energies. We prefer to use momenta since our detectors measure velocities and

charges. The largest values are attributed to central collisions. The correlation is rather good,

both with the perfect detector and the actual one. If is not sensitive to the reaction

mechanism.

4.6 - Average parallel velocity Vav (figure 6, bottom)

This method is based on linear momentum conservation. After the collision, the

projectile momentum Pp10J is found in the sum of the parallel momenta of all final particles.

The average (mass-weighted) parallel velocity of these particles is :



V = (2)

Vav is simply the velocity which, when multiplied by the detected mass (denominator in 2),

gives the parallel momentum detected in the event (numerator).

If all panicles, including neutrons, were measured, the numerator would be the total

mass of the system and Vav would be nothing but the center-of-mass velocity Vcm, for any

event. For a perfect charged product detector, the absence of neutrons produces some

fluctuation and V a v _Vcm. To get a variation of Vav with b, we make use of the fact that the

target nucléons not located in the interaction region ("spectators") have a very low velocity.

In the analysis of the perfect detector data, a small velocity threshold eliminates these

nucléons. Whether they are isolated or form a target-like product does not make any

difference. The remaining nucléons are all the projectile nucléons and the target nucléons

which were in the interaction region. The maximum value of Vav is Vp, obtained in very

peripheral reactions where the denominator is the projectile mass. Its minimum value is

reached in head-on collisions. When the target is heavier than the projectile nucleus, some

part of the target might be left as "spectator" and this minimum value is then larger than Vcm.

In reverse kinematics, the whole target nucleus is involved in the interaction (no "target

spectator nucléons"), this minimum value is V13n.

With the real detector Mur + Tonneau, the velocity threshold which eliminates the

"spectator" target nucléons is due to me aluminum foil which is used to prevent the detection

of electrons (part. 2).

The sorting is made by attributing the minimum values of Vav to the most central

reactions. With a perfect detector and a low velocity threshold in the analysis, Vav gives a

very good correlation, bgj-p versus bjeai similar to XZ. When it is filtered through the actual

detector, the correlation broadens, but remains better than with the other global variables.

The reason is that, in equation (2), the errors in the numerator and the denominator due to

the missed particles cancel each other to a large extent.

The correlation is not sensitive to the reaction mechanism.

An average perpendicular velocity could be defined, similarly to Vav, by dividing the

measured total perpendicular momemtum (1) by the total detected mass : it is formula (2)

with cosGi replaced by sin0i. We did not check this variable.

4.7 - Influence of the incident energy



The feature common to all variables is a clear weakening of the correlation when the

incident energy decreases. Three effects play a role 1) the smaller number of products :

(miss.'? one of them in a dead area makes a larger relative error) ; 2) a larger proportion of

products fall below the detection threshold, 3) in central collisions, most evaporation

residues have a charge greater than 9 and are thus poorly measured, whereas at 45 MeV/u

and above such heavy residues are scarce.

The correlations improve when the energy increases above 45 MeV/u, but the

improvement is small, since most products are well measured already at 45 Me V/u.

4.8 - Conclusion

At 45 Me V/u, the best bexp versus breai correlations are obtained with the mid-rapidity

charge (if the participant-spectator model applies), the total perpendicular momentum and the

average parallel velocity. The participant spectator model is unrealistic at 25 Me V/u ; even at

higher energies, experimental results for the system studied here are much closer to

incomplete fusion accompanied by pre-equilibrium emission ^). The mid-rapidity charge is

thus excluded. Vav gives a better correlation than the total perpendicular momentum, due to

its lower sensitivity to the missed products.

In addition, the distribution of Va v provides a way to check the quality of the

measurement in a real experiment as well as in a simulated one. Indeed, a direct observation

of the experimental resolution is given by events with Vav lower than Vcm, since Vcm is the

minimum value. Also, Vp should not be reached since the peripheral collisions are excluded

by the trigger and the selection of well measured events.

5 - INFORMATION OBTAINED THROUGH GLOBAL VARIABLES ON

EXPERIMENTAL DATA.

On real data, we use Vav as the best sorting of events versus b and study its

relationship with other global variables. The first aim is to examine the behaviors seen in the

simulation above. The second aim is to verify die validity of the sorting we had made

previously on the basis of a momentum tensor analysis. Finally, we want to use some of

these variables as tools to get some knowledge of the reactions as a function of the incident

energy.

5.1 - Multiplicity, Total charge and Mid-rapidity charge

Figure 7 top shows a steady increase of the average multiplicity <u> when Vav

decreases from Vpn)j to V 0 n , Le. from the most peripheral to the most central collisions. As

expected by comparing figures 4 top and 6 bottom, D exhibiis a large fluctuation around

. At lower energies, the fluctuation is larger. The multiplicity value would allow a rough
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sorting between rather central collisions (u > 13 at 65 Mev/u) rather peripheral collisions (v

< G), and mixed collisions (6 < "0 < 13) which cover almost the whole range of b values.

For the total charge, figure S leads to conclusions similar to figure 7. As explained in

pan 4, the dead solid angle produces a decrease of the average value of ZZ and a large

fluctuation around this average value.

Figure 9 top shows the correlation between the mid-rapidity charge and Vav, which is

quite similar to figures 7 top and 8.

5.2 - Influence of the minimum polar angle

Since detectors at very forward angles operate in difficult conditions (very high

counting rate), experimentalists are tempted not to install them or not to use them. We want

to check to what extent this absence of detectors affects the sorting. For instance, what

would be the effect of a minimum polar angle of 7° instead of 3.2° ? We have kept the

information on b given by the value of Vav obtained with the complete detector. Then, we

calculated the multiplicity and the mid-rapidity charge obtained by removing the products

below 7°( lQ). The results are shown in the bottom parts in figures 7 and 9. For the

multiplicity, it doeo not make much difference, since it is not a sensitive function of b. A

given value of the mid-rapidity charge corresponds to a broader range of Vav values, i.e. the

rather poor determination of b obtained by means of the mid-rapidity charge would become

poorer.

A similar effect is observed with all global variables, including Vav obtained by

removing the products detected below 7°. All impact parameter sortings would be less

accurate. In addition, many more events would become "badly measured" with a minimum

detection angle of 7°. We conclude that it is important to cover small polar angles.

5.3 - Momentum tensor analysis
Another method of using all of the information in the event is to perform a shape

analysis of the momentum distribution of each event by using the sphericity tensor :

y ' p .p it» t-i

where PnU is die i"1 momentum component of particle m in the total center of mass of the

system, v is the number of particles detected, and i.j=x,y,z. By diagonalization, one obtains

the eigenvalues, t i, of the tensor. Tne square roots of these eigenvalues, Ii=-^li are the

lengths of the axes of the ellipsoid which represents the momentum distribution. We order

the eigenvalues such that |qi-q2Î< îqi-qs' < Ill-qsl- This particular scheme forces qi and q2 to

have EppnRirBaiely the same length and q3 to be the symmetry axis. With this definition, we

define the eccentricity of the momentum ellipsoid to be :
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which is zero for an event which has a spherical momentum distribution in the center of

mass, approaches 1 as the shape of the momentum distribution approaches the shape of a

pencil, and approaches -1/2 for events in which the shape of the momentum distribution

resembles a pancake. The angle 9q3 between the symmetry axis and the beam direction

measures the average direction of matter flow when £ > 0 (since q3 is then the largest axis).

We had made such an analysis in ref. 11, both for events simulated with the

incomplete fusion mechanism and for experimental data, on the same system Ar+Al. The

experimental distribution (e, 6q3) can be divided into 3 areas. These areas are reproduced in

figure 11. Area P contains the well characterized "peripheral" collisions, and area C contains

part of the events that result from the most central collisions. Area M, for "mixed", includes

intermediate impact parameter events as well as pan of the central collision events and part of

the peripheral collision events.

This method satisfies the 3 requirements given in part 4 ; also, the values of (e,6q3)

have a clear meaning. The main limitations are the sorting into only 3 areas and the vague

definition of central and peripheral collisions, since areas C and M contain only a pan of

these events.

Let us again use Va v as the best approximation to b. The Vav distribution is divided

into 11 bins : bin 1 contains the events with Vav below Vcm, bins 2 to 11 correspond to 10

equal intervals from V c m to Vp. For each bin, we build the (e,9q3) distributions. The

distributions obtained for bins 1,3,5,7,9,11 at the incident energies 25 to 65 MeV/u are

shown in figures 10 to 12. Let us look first at 25 MeV/u, figure 10. In peripheral

reactions (bins 11,9), the projectile like fragment and the particles it emits have a center of

mass velocity much larger than V 0 n ; then, the corresponding ellipsoid is very elongated and

points in the forward direction. The value of £ thus approaches 1 and 9q3 is small.

Conversely, in very central reactions (bin 1), V a v is close to Vcm , complete or nearly

complete fusion occuied, die products are emitted isotropically and the momentum ellipsoid

is neaiïy spherical (it can never be exactly spherical because of the fluctuations due to small

multiplicities). Therefore E has positive or negative values close to zero and 0q3 points

ïHnâoïQly in any direction (the minimum near 0° is due to the absence of detectors at very

forward and backward angles). This confirms the attribution of areas C, M and P made in

ref 11. One sees that Vav provides a more detailed sorting of ail events ; in addition, it is

handier.

We now use (e,8q3) plots as tools to get an overall picture of the reactions. In

peripheral reacrions, the same behavior is observed at all energies. Central reactions
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gradually evolve with energy. At 25 MeV/u, nearly complete fusion results in isotropic

distributions. At 36 and 45 MeV/u, the values of e still indicate a compact shape, but the

flow angle has a maximum close to the beam direction. As shown in 8 \ two sources of

particles are present : Pre-equilibrium around the nucleon-nucleon velocity (below Vcm) and

a very incomplete fusion nucleus between V 0 n and Vp. When the number of pre-equilibrium

particles is low, more complete fusion is reached, and Gqs may reach values above 45°

These trends are also observed at 65 MeV/u (figure 12), with more pre-equilibrium particles

and events directed more forward. Fusion becomes less and less complete when the energy

increases, even in very central reactions.

5.4 - Total perpendicular energy

The value of this variable is related to the amount of initial relative motion transformed

into other degrees of freedom during the reaction. Ln figure 13, the same number of events

and the same contour levels have been used at all energies. The left-hand vertical axis is the

ratio of Eperp to the total center-of-mass energy and has the same scale at the four energies.

Of course, it is nearly 0 in peripheral collisions at all incident energies. In central collisions,

the ratio decreases when the incident energy increases : the energy transfer mechanisms

become less effective. The absolute value of Eperp is shown on the right-hand scale, which

varies according to the incident energy. It increases steadily with the incident energy : it

doubles from 25 to 65 MeV/u. The energy removed from relative motion does not saturate in

central collisions. This growth is used in increasing bom the number of pre-equilibrium

particles and the excitation energy of the incomplete fusion nucleus 8-J1X

6 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Reactions occurring at several impact parameter values in collisions between 40Ar

projectiles from 25 to 85 MeV/u on 27Al have been simulated. The charged products have

been "detected" with a perfect 4n array and with a realistic 4% array reproducing the

limitations of the actual mulddetector Mur -f Tonneau. The detected events are sorted into

"badly measured events", thrown away, and "well detected events" kept for further analysis.

The "well detected events" have been sorted according to the value of several global

variables linked to the impact parameter. The global variable which gives the best

information on b was found to be the average parallel velocity of the detected products. It is

not sensitive to the reaction mechanism used in the simulation. The importance of extending

the measurements to very forward angles has been demonstrated.

An earlier selection of a part of the central reactions and a part of the peripheral

reactions was based on the sphericity tensor analysis. This selection is found to be correct

The sorting based on Vav has two bonuses : it allows all events to be sorted and gives

numerical values of b, instead of the vague meaning of "central" and "peripheral".
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The variation of other global variables versus the impact parameter value allows the

general trends of reactions to be followed as a function of the incident energy. The sphericity

and flow angle show that even in the most central coll'sions, fusion becomes less and less

comDlete when the incident energy increases. The total perpendicular momentum shows that

the energy released from relative motion does not increase as fast as the incident energy .

However, it increases steadily.

Let us conclude by answering the question : what is the best projectile mass/target

mass ratio to be used in experimental studies ? Two requirements lead us to two opposite

choices and a compromise must be made.

First, we want a good resolution on b. Due to the experimental resolution on Vav, the

range of Vav values should be as broad as possible, which implies that the projectile mass

should not be much larger than the target mass. For instance, with a projectile heavier than

the target by a factor larger than 2, Vcm is larger than 2/3 Vp and the correlation bexp versus

Weal broadens. The lower the mass ratio, the better. Second, we want to separate the

particles emitted from the interaction region (pre-equilibrium, participants) from those issued

from the "spectator" equilibrated nucleus. The source velocity of the participant panicles is

the nucleon-nucleon velocity (Vj^r - Vp / 2), whereas the "spectator" nucleus velocity varies

from Vp in tangential reactions down to a value intermediate between Vcn, and Vp in head-on

reactions (it would be equal to V 0 n if there would be no P.E. particles). To keep the velocity

distributions of participant and spectator particles as well separated as possible at all impact

parameter values, V^JN must be lower than Vcm, i.e. the projectile mass must be larger than

the target mass (the reader willing to visualize this comment can look at figures 1 and 2 in ref

8). The larger the mass ratio, the better. The compromise between a good impact parameter

determination and a good separation between participant (pre-equiiibrium) and spectator

(equilibrium) particles is obtained for a projectile mass in the range 1.2 - 2.5 times the target

mass.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1) Experimental set up used in the experiment analyzed and simulated in this paper. By

now, the half-Tonneau shown here has been completed by another half extending from 90 to

150°.

2) Simulated and experimental data. Distribution of charged products multiplicity u and

measured total parallel momentum P//. 40Ar on 27Al at 45 MeV/u.

Left part : distribution simulated for 3 impact parameter bins (central, intermediate and mid-

peripheral) measured with a perfect 4ÎI array. The contour levels are differential cross

section d2/dudP// : 0.01,0.1,0.3,1 mb/M=V/c.

Central part : same events, after applying a software filter which reproduces the defects of

the array used in the experiment

Right part : experimentally measured distribution. Events with P// greater than .6 x Pproj are

"well measured" events kept for further analysis.

3) Simulated data. Method used to get the correlation between the experimental impact

parameter value b e x p (determined by sorting events according to the value of a global

variable) and the real value breal - Here, the global variable is the multiplicity D of charged

products, the detector is a perfect 4ÎÏ array. See text for the meaning of the curves.

4) Simulated data. Correlation in bins 1 fin wide between bexp (vertical axis) and breai

(horizontal axis) obtained in simulated reactions sorted according to the value of a global

variable Ar-i-Al at 45 MeV/u. The area of each square is proportional to the cross section of

events ; the scale is given by the area of the square in the right-bottom comer, equal to 300

mb. The cross sections Jib2 corresponding to b = 1,2,... fm are indicated in mb. Left part :

assuming the 4K array has a detection velocity threshold, but is otherwise perfect Right part

: after filtering through the simulated actual detector array. On top, the global variable is the

multiplicity v of charged products. Bottom, it is the total detected charge.

5) Simulated data. Same as figure 4, for the mid-rapidity charge. Top : assuming incomplete

fusion reactions. Bottom : assuming the participant spectator model.

6) Simulated data. Same as figure 4 for the total perpendicular momentum (top) and the

average parallel velocity Vav (bottom).



7) Experimental data. Distribution of the multiplicity v versus the average parallel velocity

Vav. b goes from 0 to the maximum interaction distance, 8 fm, when Vav increases from

Vcm to Vp (but the correspondence between Vav and b is not linear).

Top : data obtained with 65 MeV/u Ar ions on an Al target. Bottom : same data after

removing the particles detected below 7° for obtaining x>.

S) Experimental data. Same as figure 7 top for the total detected charge. The shaded area is

the figure which would be obtained with a perfect detector.

9) Experimental data. Same as figure 7 for the mid-rapidity charge.

10) Experimental data. Momentum tensor of analysis of events soned according to their

average parallel velocity value. From bin 1 to bin 11, Vav increases from Vcm (very central

collisons) to Vp (very peripheral collisions), e is the eccentricity of the ellipsoid which

represents the momentum distribution of all products in an event, 6q3 is the orientation of

the symmetry axis (the flow angle for e> 0). Examples of shapes and orientations of the

ellipsoid are drawn. Experimental data obtained with 25 MeV/u Ar projectile on -7Al.

11) Same as figure 10 except the beam energy is 45 MeV/u. P, C and M areas show the

selection of peripheral and central collisions made previously (see text).

12) Same as figure 10 except the beam energy is 65 MeV/u

13) Experimental data. Distribution of the total perpendicular energy Eperp versus the

average parallel velocity V a v (Vav close to V c m corresponds to the most central

coIIisions).The left -hand axis is the ratio of Eperp to the total center of mass energy and is

the same for the four figures. The right hand axis is Epe ip in MeV and varies with the

incident energy.
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